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If there is a place where the corner office indicates achievement, it’s in
most law firms. But the Charlotte office of King & Spalding has
upended that notion with its new space inside 300 South Tryon. The
open workspace has set a new tone inside legal services, eschewing
power and hierarchy for transparency and equality.
The first sign that something is different is that the firm has no frontdesk receptionist, thus eliminating a barrier between clients and their
lawyers. Those corner offices aren’t reserved for partners. In fact, they DEVON BANKS
King & Spalding
don’t exist. Legal assistants get the best spots in the office with their
workspaces clustered near the building’s corners. From there they
enjoy views of BB&T Ballpark and Romare Bearden Park. The attorneys have one-size offices, which serve to
flatten existing hierarchies and make more efficient use of the space. Collaboration spaces take the place of
filing rooms.
With its new space, King & Spalding gave up the traditional dark, wooden offices for a sunny and bright
space with glass partitions instead of solid walls. A full 81% of the space’s partitions are glass, contributing
to a more collaborative and communal atmosphere while providing offices with acoustic privacy for
confidential conversations.

Key Players
Tenant: King & Spalding
Architect: Gensler
Design/build contractor: Barringer Construction
Leasing broker: Cushman & Wakefield
Engineer: Barrett, Woodyard & Associates Inc.
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By the Numbers
81% of space’s partitions are glass
20 - number of nation’s largest banks served by firm
17th floor houses the firm’s offices

Biggest challenge?
“The new wave of forward-thinking leadership at King & Spalding made this project a great collaboration.
The real challenge is in what’s to come in future projects for the legal and professional services industries.
How can designers stress the importance of shifting from siloed, private offices to a more open,
collaborative space? We’ve found these spaces result in more productivity, employee well-being and loyalty.
”

— Jennilyn Schuster, Studio Director, Gensler
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